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TEASER

INT. ROMBA - HOSPITAL ROOM

The lights are low, the steady sound of the heart monitor 
shows that the person in the bed is still alive, barely. 

Alive but not moving. Wires and tubes going in and out of 
DAVID. He hasn’t been awake in some time and it’s starting to 
show. 

INT. SLAVE SHIP

The room is brightly lite in stark contrast to David’s 
hospital room. The DEALER TWINS are relaxing. Dealer one has 
his feet up and a tablet in his hand while Dealer two is in 
his lounge chair with a holo playing in front of him. ERIKA 
is standing at his side, collar on her neck and dressed to 
serve, fanning him. Her face expressionless. Defeated. 

EXT. NEW JERUSALEM - WOODS - NIGHT

The fire burns bright as CARL leads BEN HARVEY to the center 
of camp. A few important looking natives stand around Harvey. 
On the other side of the fire sits a cage with TOMMY, DAWN, 
ALYSSA, MARK, PHOEBE and JAMES inside. Phoebe holds on 
tightly to James. Alyssa moves her hand close to Tommy’s but 
doesn’t take it. 

EXT. WHITEFALL - DESERT ROAD - DAY

The sun beats down on XANDER, MALCOLM, ZACK and SCOTT. 
Scott’s shirt is long gone, sweat pouring down his face. 
Malcolm’s shirt is hung over his shoulder, each step seems 
harder and harder for him. Zack’s shirt is sweated through as 
Xander is down to his boxers, his shirt and pants in his 
hands where everyone else has bags full of money in theirs. 

XANDER
How much farther could this town 
be?

SCOTT
What did I tell you about talking?

XANDER
That I do it well and you’d love to 
hear more of it. 

(snaps his fingers)
(MORE)



Just your luck, I plan on talking 
some more. 

(yells)
Where the fuck are we?

Malcolm’s bag almost slips from his hand but he catches it 
and switches it to his other hand.

MALCOLM
Nudest, could you whine to 
yourself. The rest of us don’t feel 
like hearing it. 

XANDER
Oh I’m sorry,

(points towards Zack)
Should I have just sweated through 
my clothes like Zackie boy other 
there. 

ZACK
Don’t call me Zackie boy. 

XANDER
I’ll call you what I damn well 
please. You’re the reason we’re in 
this mess. 

Zack tosses his bag on the ground and turns to face Xander. 

ZACK
What?

XANDER
Did I stutter? You. Are. The.

Zack rushes into Xander’s face. 

ZACK
Say another word.

XANDER
Another word.

No sooner are the words out of Xander’s mouth than Zack’s 
fist connects with his face. Xander goes down hard, catching 
himself with his hands before landing on his face. In one 
quick motion he spins around and lunges, tackling Zack to the 
ground. Slamming his fist over and over again into Zack’s 
face. 

SCOTT
Great, just great. 
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Malcolm puts his bag down. 

MALCOLM
Children! Enough!

SCOTT
I say let them go at it. Maybe with 
some luck we’ll be rid of one of 
them. Or better yet both. 

Malcolm shoots him a look that screams shut the hell up. 
Scott obeys. 

MALCOLM
Get up!

Xander looks up at Malcolm, all the hatred and fury he’s 
feeling fully present in his eyes. Malcolm matches his glaze. 
Time ticks on for what feels like an eternity, no one says a 
word. Finally Xander lowers his glaze and gets off of Zack. 

Without saying a word Xander starts back to walking, quickly 
passing Scott who watches on with disappointment. Malcolm 
picks back up his bag and starts after Xander. 

MALCOLM (CONT’D)
Let’s go.

He says as he passes Scott. 

Zack slowly gets up. His lip bleeding and his eye swollen. He 
radiates pure hatred as he gets to his feet, dusting himself 
off. 

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

EXT. NEW JERUSALEM - WOODS - NIGHT

More and more of natives gather around the fire, listening 
intently as Harvey talks. 

ALYSSA
What’s he saying?

DAWN
Yeah, because our hearing is that 
much better than yours.

MARK
So what’s the game plan Sarg?

Tommy’s eyes dart around the camp, looking for something, 
anything. 

DAWN
Sir?

TOMMY
We wait.

MARK
Brilliant. 

ALYSSA
Leave him alone!

DAWN
We are getting out of here right?

ALYSSA
He has a plan. He just isn’t ready 
to tell us yet. 

Mark rolls his eyes and moves to the back of the cage and 
sits down. 

On the other side of the cage James and Phoebe are holding 
each other looking out at the camp site. 

PHOEBE
(whisper)

What now James?

James pulls her closer and kisses the top of her head. 
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JAMES
Don’t worry. 

(he looks over towards 
Tommy)

Tommy won’t let us down.
(whispers to himself)

I hope. 

Phoebe looks up at him. 

PHOEBE
What?

James shakes his head. 

JAMES
No. . .nothing. I said nothing. Not 
a thing. Shh. 

Carl walks towards the cage. Dawn moves towards the door, her 
eyes locked onto Carl with deadly intent. 

CARL
(towards James)

Are you James Harris and Phoebe 
Miller from Tikvah?

Dawn turns her glaze towards James and Phoebe. Mark stands 
up, trying to figure out what is going on. 

TOMMY
(towards James)

Do you know him?

James looks from Tommy to Carl. 

JAMES
Yes, wait no. 

(flustered)
Yes we are those people from that 
place.

(to Tommy)
No we don’t know him. 

(to Carl)
How do you know us?

Carl motions behind him, other natives run up to his side, 
caring blasters. 

CARL
We have survivors from all over New 
Jerusalem here. Someone recognized 
you. 
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(to the natives around 
him)

Let them out. 

Phoebe lets loose a large sigh of relief as the cage opens 
up. 

Dawn tries to move forward, the native rams the butt of his 
blaster into her head, she goes down hard. Blood pouring from 
her wound. 

PHOEBE
Dawn!

The natives grab Phoebe and James and start pulling them out 
of the cage as Tommy hits the native who hit Dawn. The native 
goes down hard, his blaster rolling. The other natives attack 
Tommy, knocking him off of the fallen Native who Carl pulls 
out of the cage. A blaster shot goes through one of the 
natives in the cage, Mark has the fallen blaster in his hand. 

BEN HARVEY (O.S.)
Put down the blaster son. You’re 
already in deep. 

Ben Harvey walks up with an army of natives at his back. 

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
You don’t want to make this worse 
on yourself and your teammates. 

TOMMY
Neither do you. 

Mark aims the blaster at Ben. The natives aim theirs at Mark. 
James and Phoebe are in the middle, with natives holding on 
them. 

BEN HARVEY
Well, I see your point.

Ben walks to the door of the cage, past James and Phoebe. 

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
Shoot me if you must, but after 
you’re put down, your teammates 
will have to answer for your crimes 
as well. 

MARK
Like a trial? 
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BEN HARVEY
We are putting together the jury 
now. 

DAWN
This is a joke right?

BEN HARVEY
A lot of us here believe it is. 
What could possibly be said 

(waves around the camp)
To justify all of this?

TOMMY
So do we get representation in this 
trial? Or do we have fools for 
clients? 

Harvey smiles. 

BEN HARVEY
Your lucky day, I’m here to speak 
on behalf of your case. 

(turns to Mark)
So fire away. 

Mark readies the gun. 

MARK
Fine by me.

TOMMY
Corporal! 

(defeated)
Lower the weapon. 

MARK
Sir?

TOMMY
Do it. 

DAWN
You can’t be serious! 

ALYSSA
Tommy.

TOMMY
(firm)

Did I give any of you leave to 
speak? 

(turns to Mark)
Lower the weapon Mark. 
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(walks towards the back of 
the cage)

Let’s see this farce out.
(looks back to Ben)

Just keep them safe and we’ll play 
by your rules.

Ben turns towards James and Phoebe. 

BEN HARVEY
It’s good to see you two again. 
Sorry we got separated last time. I 
was deeply saddened to hear about 
Huzafia’s passing. 

He takes a moment then looks up, smile back on his face. 

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
But this is a happy moment. Any 
chance we have to set more of our 
brothers and sisters free is a 
victory. 

EXT. WHITEFALL - DESERT ROAD - DAWN

The sun starts to peep over the edge of the horizon. The four 
guys (Malcolm, Scott, Xander and Zack) look to be on the 
brink of collapse.

ZACK
I don’t know how much longer I can 
carry this money. 

XANDER
Don’t fuck with the money man. Just 
suck it up. 

ZACK
Easy for the guy not holding 
anything to say. 

XANDER
Give me the bag then. 

ZACK
You want it?

MALCOLM
Enough! I’ve had about enough of 
you two bickering like school 
girls.
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SCOTT
Besides, you really want to trust 
the guy who lost who knows how much 
of our money with a third of what 
we have left?

XANDER
It was an honest mistake!

SCOTT
There is no mistake where money is 
concerned. 

XANDER
Fine. 

ZACK
Fuck the dead weight, I’m just 
saying Scott, this heat is getting 
to me. 

SCOTT
The sun is already going down. Stop 
bitching. 

MALCOLM
We found civilization boys. 

Up ahead a city is coming into view. The tallest building can 
be made out to be a hospital. 

EXT. ROMBA

FADE TO:

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA CITY

INT. SPERO - ROMBA CITY - HOSPITAL HALLWAY

Chaos, no other word describes hospitals quite as well. 
Detective DAN HARRIS leans against the wall next to David’s 
door. He has a dull bored look on his face as nurses rush 
past him in all different directions. Harris shifts feet, his 
boredom shifting to annoyance. 

Finally a nurse stops in front of him. 

NURSE
Detective Henry?
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DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Harris. The name’s Harris. 

NURSE
Right, Harley. Got it, sorry about 
that. 

Harris is not amused. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
So any update on the John Doe?

NURSE
No sir, he hasn’t woken up. The 
doctor doesn’t believe he will 
anytime soon. 

Harris looks back through the door window. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Is he going to pull through?

NURSE
Perhaps. It’s a bit too soon to 
tell. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Right, well have we pulled any DNA 
off of him that might lead us 
towards a suspect?

NURSE
Not a one. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
So why was I called away from my 
investigation to come down here? 

NURSE
We found out who he is. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Really? And who might that be?

NURSE
David Silverman.

Harris’s face says it all. He knows the name. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Are you sure?

NURSE
We ran the tests twice. 
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DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Well that changes things a bit. 

NURSE
He’s being moved by the end of the 
week. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
(annoyed)

Of course he is. 

Harris pushes himself off of the wall and storms down the 
hall, leaving the nurse behind. 

INT. SLAVE SHIP - OFFICE

A large table sits in the middle of the room, with each 
dealer twin on either side. They are hard at work, dealer one 
is clearly at wits end. 

Erica comes in with a tray of drinks. Dealer two waves her 
over and he takes a sip. 

ERICA
Thank you sir. 

She turns and starts to leave, Dealer two slaps her on the 
ass.

DEALER TWO
How do you like that dear brother? 
She thanks me for letting her get 
drinks. 

Dealer one glances up at him with just his eyes before going 
back to his work. 

DEALER TWO (CONT’D)
Would it be terribly wrong of me to 
keep her for myself?

Dealer one puts his work down. 

DEALER ONE
We don’t keep slaves dear brother. 
We just make them. 

DEALER TWO
Not even one? I mean, you can’t 
tell me you don’t want a go.
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DEALER ONE
Don’t be sick. That isn’t what we 
do here. Don’t pervert our chosen 
profession. 

DEALER TWO
Oh because it’s so honorable right?

DEALER ONE
We serve a propose, one that is 
needed in order to keep society 
pleasant. Doesn’t make us slavers. 

DEALER TWO
No, of course not. We’re educators. 

DEALER ONE
Don’t you have work to do? Or did 
you forget who is coming to dinner?

DEALER TWO
Oh, how could I forget our little 

(waves his pinky finger)
Peter. 

DEALER ONE
Joke now, but as soon as Mr. 
Williams shows up you’ll be singing 
a different tone. 

DEALER TWO
You know he’s just the face right? 
The man behind the curtain is who 
we need to be dealing with. 

DEALER ONE
Well, introduce us, or better yet, 
prove he exists and I’ll be more 
than happy to. 

Dealer Two laughs.

DEALER TWO
Oh, that would be the trick. I hear 
tell he’s a senator. 

DEALER ONE
Don’t be stupid little brother. 
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DEALER TWO
I’m telling you what I heard. I 
mean I know I don’t have that extra 
few minutes of wisdom that you have 
but I know how to keep my ear to 
the ground. 

DEALER ONE
Well, maybe if you stopped spending 
so much time playing in the dirt 
and more time acting like the 
business man you’re supposed to be, 
we wouldn’t be forced to dealing 
with the likes of Mr. Williams, or 
trying to find out about his 
nonexistent boss. 

DEALER TWO
So who would we be doing business 
with? I mean, last time I checked 
slave labor wasn’t strictly 
speaking legal. 

Dealer one nods, at a loss for words. 

DEALER TWO (CONT’D)
Cat got your tongue? 

DEALER ONE 
Just because something is illegal, 
doesn’t make it unethical. We save 
the dead and give them a new life. 
A life with purpose. With or 
without us their old life was over.

DEALER TWO
Way to justify what we do dear 
brother.

Dealer one starts back on his work, a great deal more 
flustered than before. 

DEALER ONE
Enough! We don’t have time for 
this. Mr. Williams will be here 
soon. 

Dealer two lets out a laugh as he starts back to his own 
work. 

DEALER TWO
Wouldn’t want Peter to be kept 
waiting. 
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INT. NEW JERUSALEM - TENT

A surprisingly warm and comfortable tent, with a large table 
full of food. James and Phoebe rushed to the table, their 
stomachs doing the thinking for them. Nothing is more 
tempting than food after days without. 

The flaps of the tent open once more as Harvey walks in. A 
warm smile gracing his lips. 

BEN HARVEY
Ah, I see you two have found the 
buffet. 

James looks up, his mouth filled to the brim. 

JAMES
(muffled)

Wuh duhd.

BEN HARVEY
Sorry?

Phoebe forces herself to swallow. 

PHOEBE
Sorry about that,

(Shoots a stern look at 
James)

What he was trying to say is, we 
did. What he meant was thank you so 
much. For the food, for saving us, 
for everything. 

James stuffs more food into his mouth. 

JAMES
Yuh tuhat.

PHOEBE
(annoyed)

Close your mouth. 

BEN HARVEY
You are most certainly welcome my 
dear girl. And let him be. I 
imagine the both of you have had a 
most trying few days. 

PHOEBE
You have no idea. 

JAMES
Nouhne.
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Ben lets out a laugh as he takes a seat at the end of the 
table. 

BEN HARVEY
Please, join me. 

Cautiously Phoebe goes and sits down next to Harvey. Unease 
washing off her in waves. 

PHOEBE
Thank you. 

BEN HARVEY
No need to keep thanking me 
sweetie. After all we’ve all been 
through the past few days, 
hospitality is the least we can 
afford one another. Am I right?

James scoops up one last biscuit to top off his plate, 
already stacked higher than the Eifel tower, well not really 
but you get the point. The boy can eat and he is showing that 
skill off like it’s the Olympics. 

He takes a seat across from Phoebe, taking up the chair on 
the other side of Harvey. He forces down his food before 
talking. 

JAMES
The least we can do? You passed us 
off to people who hate us and now 
you want us to trust you? 

BEN HARVEY
I had no way of knowing that these 
soldiers would get a hold of you, 
for that I am truly sorry.

JAMES
I’m not talking about the soldiers. 

PHOEBE
Huzifa’s men weren’t real fond of 
us.

BEN HARVEY
Ah, well tensions between our 
people go back millennia, can’t 
really expect that to just vanish 
over night, now can ya? 

JAMES
So why’d you leave us than? 
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BEN HARVEY
I was putting together this 
sanctuary, that is no easy task. 
Let me tell you. I couldn’t help 
you through everything while 
building this. I entrusted that 
task with my dear friend. 

PHOEBE
He was your friend?

BEN HARVEY
Yes. The old divides are 
meaningless, more so during trying 
times like these. 

JAMES
I’m sorry about what happened to 
him. He was a good man. 

BEN HARVEY
As am I, sorry that is.

(laughs)
I’d like to think I’m a good man, 
but I got an ex-wife who’d argue 
till the gates of hell that I was 
anything but. 

PHOEBE
We left him.

BEN HARVEY
You survived. I warned him, many 
times that a frontal assault wasn’t 
the best course of action but, well 
he was a proud man. And pride is 
the deadliest sin of all, as they 
say. 

JAMES
So what happens now?

BEN HARVEY
Nothing, everything. The League is 
picking up and leaving. More and 
more of their ships leave by the 
day. Once they are gone we simply 
rebuild. 

PHOEBE
It’s over?

BEN HARVEY
If only. 
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JAMES
You said they were leaving. 

BEN HARVEY
They are, or so it would appear. 
Truth is we don’t know what they 
are up to. We hope your captors can 
enlighten us a bit, but the League 
is the least of our concerns at the 
moment. 

PHOEBE
What could be worse than them?

BEN HARVEY
Radiation. Out here in the middle 
of nowhere we are safe and sound. 
Outside of the affected areas. But 
the League is anything if not 
thorough. They hit every city they 
could.

PHOEBE
Oh God. All those people. 

BEN HARVEY
Yes, all those deaths. And all the 
more to come. 

JAMES
How bad is it?

BEN HARVEY
Bad, but we can pull through if 
everyone pulls together. 

PHOEBE
What am I missing? If we just stay 
out of the cities we should be 
fine, right?

BEN HARVEY
Right.

JAMES
But limited food, I’m guessing what 
little game we can find and 
whatever we can grow. No medicine. 

BEN HARVEY
And any that is intact in the city, 
well it would do us more harm than 
good. 
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JAMES
Do we have any power?

BEN HARVEY
We have fire. 

PHOEBE
Baths?

BEN HARVEY
A lake. 

JAMES
What’s going to happen to them?

BEN HARVEY
Trial. Death most likely. 

PHOEBE
You’re going to put them to death?

BEN HARVEY
No, I’m going to do my best to 
prove that they had nothing to do 
with this and invite them to join 
our village. But we all saw the 
League ships. We see their uniform. 
The trial is a formality, nothing 
more.

JAMES
Than why have it?

BEN HARVEY
Because justice dictates that they 
have a right to defend themselves. 
If we want to survive out here than 
it isn’t enough to stay alive. We 
have to retain our culture. We 
can’t let the essence of who we are 
be lost just because times are 
hard. 

PHOEBE
Even after what they did to us?

BEN HARVEY
Because of what they did to us. 
They think us mindless monsters 
because we believe in something 
they don’t understand. What are we 
to do? Prove them right and act 
like savages? Or show them, through 
example how we live? 
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That their acts, no matter how 
horrible can not change us into the 
monsters they wish us to be. 

JAMES
Pretty talk. Doesn’t mean much when 
everyone you ever loved dies before 
your eyes. Maybe, maybe we should 
show them the monsters inside. 

BEN HARVEY
And what would that serve? 

JAMES
Justice.

BEN HARVEY
That’s not justice my boy. That’s 
vengeance. It won’t fill that hole 
in your chest. It’ll just hollow 
you out. 

PHOEBE
Hallow doesn’t sound so bad. 

BEN HARVEY
I guess it doesn’t. But we can’t 
live as hollow beings. It isn’t 
good on the soul. 

JAMES
To hell with the soul. To hell with 
God. To hell with all of it. 

BEN HARVEY
Big words. 

JAMES
What has he done for us? He let 
these people come here and wipe us 
out. His faithful. Those of us who 
spend everyday worshipping him. Why 
didn’t he protect us?

BEN HARVEY
Everyday? Really? Well you sure are 
a better man than me. That’s for 
sure. I know I’m not without sin. 
But I see that you are a saint. 

PHOEBE
We may not be perfect, but we did 
believe, all our lives. 
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BEN HARVEY
I see, well I’m not a rabbi. I’m 
not going to sit here and tell you 
what to believe or not to believe. 
That’s your choice. 

JAMES
Yeah it is. 

BEN HARVEY
That’s the beauty of freewill. God 
can’t stop us from doing anything 
we want to. No matter how much he 
might want to. Otherwise, it 
wouldn’t be freewill. 

Harvey gets to his feet. 

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
There are beds in the back, someone 
will fetch you in the morning for 
breakfast. 

(he looks at James)
If you have any room left in your 
stomachs. 

He starts towards the tent flaps. Stops and turns back. 

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
I’m truly thankful that you both 
made it here safe and sound. I look 
forward to more of these chats. 

With that he exits the tent. James stairs at the entrance, 
almost afraid to look away. 

PHOEBE
Do you really not believe anymore?

He can’t look at her. 

JAMES
I don’t know. After everything, it 
isn’t as black and white as it use 
to be. Do you?

PHOEBE
Not so much. 

James turns to look at her. 
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PHOEBE (CONT’D)
I know he exists. It’s just 
something I feel. I just wish I 
knew why he let this happen. 

JAMES
(under his breath)

Freewill. 

INT.  SPERO - ROMBA CITY - MOTEL

The door opens and light shines into the cramped room. 
Malcolm, Zack, Scott and Xander enter the room. All fully 
dressed, but none looking anything other than homeless. 

Xander makes for the bed like a man on a mission. He starts 
to lean forward as he reaches the base of it. 

SCOTT
Touch the bed and die. 

Xander leans back, careful not to touch bed. 

XANDER
Is that one yours or something?

Zack puts his bag down, the others follow suit.

SCOTT
Or something. 

ZACK
We’ve been walking through the 
desert all day and through the 
sewers before that. You really want 
to sleep with out a shower?

XANDER
Point.

MALCOLM
I’m first.

No sooner are the words out of his mouth than the bathroom 
door closes with a slam. Scott is nowhere to be seen. 

MALCOLM (CONT’D)
Or second. That works too. 

XANDER
So what do we do while we wait? 
Just stand around?
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ZACK
You got something better to do?

XANDER
Anything. You chumps stand around 
looking like buffoons, I’m going to 
find some food. 

He unzips a bag and pulls out a bill. Malcolm grabs his arm. 

MALCOLM
What do you think you’re doing?

XANDER
Getting money. You know, food, yeah 
it costs.

ZACK
You left your money behind.

XANDER
No, I lost part of my cut, that’s 
fine but a share of this is still 
mine. 

ZACK
So we should split the money up 
first.

XANDER
Before we eat? I don’t know about 
you ace, but I like to stand around 
in dirty clothes and count money on 
a full stomach. Call me old 
fashioned. 

(turns to Malcolm)
You going to let go of my arm now.

He does as he is told. 

MALCOLM
That’s coming out of your cut. 

XANDER
Fine by me. Just means more to eat. 

He heads out of the room. 

EXT.  SPERO - ROMBA CITY - OUTSIDE MOTEL - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Xander exits the room and heads for the street, for a second 
he becomes blurry, then back in focus. 
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A pair of binoculars are lowered by none other than DANIEL 
FLEMINGS! The negotiator from the last two episodes. Keep up. 

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA CITY - STREET - NIGHT

The street was strangely empty for the city. Xander whistled 
to himself as he made his way along. 

It wasn’t long before footsteps sounded behind him. He picked 
up his pace. 

Cars zoomed to a stop in front of him as officers got out. 
Without missing a beat Xander darted to the left. The 
officers from the car and behind him turned to give pursuit. 
He ran into an apartment complex nearby and up the stairs. 

He hops off of the second story catwalk, lands on the ground 
below and rolls to keep his momentum before jumping up and 
continuing to run. The officers trying and failing to keep 
up. 

INT. NEW JERUSALEM - TENT

Phoebe brings her head back inside the tent and turns to look 
at James who is back to digging into the food laid out for 
them. 

PHOEBE
Death?

James takes a bite of his food, savoring it. 

PHOEBE (CONT’D)
James!

He swallows hard. 

JAMES
What? 

PHOEBE
Death. 

JAMES
I heard, what do you want me to do 
about it?

PHOEBE
Care. Those people saved us. 

JAMES
Saved us? 
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James throws his plate of food across the room. 

JAMES (CONT’D)
Saved us? They did this to us. Look 
around Phoebe! Our whole world is 
gone and why? Because of them! 
Those people took everything from 
us. Our family, our friends. My 
comic book collection. Everything! 

PHOEBE
And they kept us alive. 

JAMES
They chained us to a tree! 

PHOEBE
And made sure we were safe. 

JAMES
From the danger that they put us 
in. 

PHOEBE
They didn’t drop the nukes.

JAMES
They wear the uniform. They came 
here to round us up and ship us off 
to a brainwashing camp. 

PHOEBE
But they saved us. 

JAMES
Stop saying that! Stop sticking up 
for them! Not after what they did! 
Not after everything we have gone 
through. 

(starts to break down)
Not now, not when we are finally 
back with our people. Not right 
before we get to see the League pay 
for what they did!

PHOEBE
They aren’t the League James. 

JAMES
Close enough. 
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EXT. NEW JERUSALEM - CAMPSITE - CAGE

The cage rattles as he kicks the door. To no avail. 

TOMMY
That relax you?

MARK
More than sitting around defeated. 

TOMMY
Oh I’m sorry, should we all be 
wasting our energy on frivolous 
tasks? Will that help our 
situation?

MARK
No more or less than ordering your 
men to drop their weapons. 

TOMMY
Yes you’re right. I should have let 
you get us killed. 

MARK
You did! What do you think is going 
to happen to us?

ALYSSA
Mark! 

MARK
What? You think we are going to 
walk away from this? There’s a 
reason they let James and Phoebe 
out of here. 

TOMMY
Mark. 

MARK
Don’t Mark me Tommy. 

ALYSSA
They aren’t going to kill us. We 
were just following orders. They 
have to understand that. 

DAWN
That’ll win them over. Hey we only 
blew up all of your cities because 
we were told to. 
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ALYSSA
We didn’t do that!

DAWN
(holds up the League logo 
on her shirt)

This says we did. 

TOMMY
We should never have came here. 

MARK
No! Don’t you dare! You don’t get 
to have self doubt Serg, not you. I 
never wanted any of this but you . 
. . You brought me here.

Tommy gets to his feet. 

TOMMY
So you have no blame in your own 
predicament? That must be nice. To 
be a grown man and not have to take 
any responsibility for yourself. 

MARK
Fuck you Tommy. 

ALYSSA
Guys, this isn’t helping anything. 

DAWN
I say let them kill each other. 
Save the barbarians the trouble. 

BEN HARVEY (O.S.)
Now is that any way to carry favor 
with your jury?

The four soldiers turn to look as Harvey walks up to the 
cage. 

DAWN
Oh yeah, cause this is going to be 
a fair trial. 

BEN HARVEY
And why wouldn’t it be? We have 
done nothing to harm any of you. 
And it would seem that we have 
plenty of reasons.
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TOMMY
So even you think we are guilty. 
How do you purpose to represent us 
if you don’t believe in us. 

BEN HARVEY
I don’t have to believe in you to 
believe in justice. I will do 
everything in my power to ensure 
that the people of my village hear 
your side of things.

MARK
Is that the magic man in the sky’s 
will. 

BEN HARVEY
(chuckles)

I don’t presume to know his will. I 
only know that in order for us to 
survive and thrive in this new 
world that has been thrust on us, 
we can’t afford to lose our 
humanity. Now I would suggest you 
guys get some sleep. We have a busy 
day ahead of us tomorrow. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - BAR

Low lit, smoky, everything you want from a run down bar, 
complete with bikers and loud music. 

Detective Harris stands at the bar, trying to keep from being 
squeezed out. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Bartender! Bartender!

The BARTENDER, a short bitter looking woman with a patch over 
her right eye and the right half of her hair shaved off, 
walks over to him. 

BARTENDER
What?

Harris struggles to pull a picture out of his pocket. It 
isn’t easy with the crowd surrounding him but he does it. 

BARTENDER (CONT’D)
You gonna order or just piss me 
off?
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DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I need to know if

(holds up the picture)
You have seen this man. 

She looks at the picture. 

BARTENDER
So you gonna piss me off? 

(turns away)
Kim! 

A big man wearing a shirt that did not fit stands up. He must 
be Kim. 

BARTENDER (CONT’D)
(motions at Harris)

He’d un pissed me off. 

Kim nods and walks over to him.

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Now wait a minute. I’m a. . . Ahhh

Kim stops in front of Harris, a good two feet taller, without 
waiting he reaches out and picks Harris up by the shirt with 
one hand. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS (CONT’D)
Put me down!

With one fluid motion Kim tossed him back. In a bar packed to 
the brim it’s a miracle that he hits no one. No one but the 
back wall. Cracking the frame and sliding down. He lets out a 
loud cough and spits out some blood. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS (CONT’D)
Okay, I. . .I let you have that 
one. 

He tries to stand up but falls back down. Kim bends down and 
in one smooth jump sails over the bar and makes his way 
towards him. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS (CONT’D)
Oh shit. 

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - OUTSIDE BAR - NIGHT

It’s a small run down bar with a string of hover bikes parked 
outside. 
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The door’s fly open as Harris flies through the air, giving 
Jazz from Fresh Prince a run for his money. He lands hard in 
the dirt. His nice suit not so nice any more. Dirt and holes 
all over the place. 

Slowly he gets to his feet and dusts himself off. He starts 
back towards the bar when a buzzing sound goes off. He pulls 
out a disc from his inner jacket. A hologram of a young woman 
in police uniform appears from it. 

HOLOGRAM COP
Sir, all available units are 
requested to respond to a suspect 
on foot in vicinity of Dini square. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Not really available right now. 

HOLOGRAM COP
Sir, you were personally requested. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Well I’m personally denying that 
request.

He starts back into the bar, as he starts to put the hologram 
away. 

HOLOGRAM COP
Is that what you want me to tell 
Captain Flemings?

The name stops him cold.

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Fuck. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - MOTEL

The three bags of money are in the center of the room with 
Malcolm, Zack and Scott standing around them, all fresh and 
clean. 

ZACK
So how long do we wait on Xander?

SCOTT
I don’t know, but I don’t plan on 
staying on this rock much longer. 

MALCOLM
He was in on the score. We wait. 
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ZACK
Why? For what? 

(leans in)
Here’s what we do. We take this 
cash and split. When we get off 
world we split it up and forget 
Xander ever existed. 

MALCOLM
Or we wait for Xander and the three 
of us leave you.

ZACK
Bullshit! I pulled my weight. 

SCOTT
What’d you do?

ZACK
I got us out of the bank! I found 
the hole in Xander’s bag that was 
leading the cops towards us. 

MALCOLM
Well, than I guess you want your 
cut. 

ZACK
Damn right I do. 

MALCOLM
I’m guessing Xander feels the same 
way. 

ZACK
Why should we care how he feels?

SCOTT
Because we like him more than you. 

MALCOLM
I thought that was oblivious. 

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - STEET - NIGHT

Two uniform officers with flashlights make their way down a 
deserted street.

FLASHLIGHT COP ONE
Why is this cat so important?
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FLASHLIGHT COP TWO
He be that bank robber the capt’n
tried to talk down. 

FLASHLIGHT COP ONE
That vanished right outta the bank?

FLASHLIGHT COP TWO
One‘n’da same. Had the capt’n
running around the sewers n 
everything. 

FLASHLIGHT COP ONE
I wantta meet this guy. 

They pass over a bridge, underneath their feet Xander presses 
himself back against the wall, holding his breath as they 
pass. 

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - APARTMENTS - NIGHT

A string of heavy armored police cruisers that look like 
single person battle cruisers more than cars line the street, 
a fancy slick hover car sits in front. Flemings leans back 
against it with a cigar in his mouth. 

The parking lot proper is filled with uniform police who move 
to and from. The other cars in the parking lot are old 
fashioned, even have wheels. This is not what you would call 
a good neighborhood. It’s the other type. 

Harris walks up to Flemings. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
You called for me sir?

Flemings blows his smoke out in Harris’s face. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Bout time you got here. 

Flemings looks him up and down, he is a mess. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS (CONT’D)
What the hell happened to you?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I was working a case. 
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DANIEL FLEMINGS
Well now you’re working this one. I 
need you to get with Inspector 
Jackson and figure out where he was 
set up. Look at the local motels in 
the area. From what we have 
gathered it’s a team of four and we 
only had eyes on the leader, so his 
goons are still out there. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Sir, with all due respect, Jackson 
can handle this alone. My. . . The 
case I was working, it is very 
sensitive and there is a time table 
involved. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
You’re still here? 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Sir, a man’s life. . .

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Means nothing to me. 

Flemings gets right in Harris’s face. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS (CONT’D)
This man, that I am hunting, showed 
me up on the net. You think any 
case you are working on, any case 
this department has ever seen is 
more important than repairing my 
reputation? 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Not even if it involves David 
Silverman?

DANIEL FLEMINGS
I could care less if it involved 
Senator Reynolds. Nothing and I do 
mean nothing, comes before 
capturing this punk kid. Do you 
understand me?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I’m sure the senator would love to 
hear how much his safety means to 
you. 
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DANIEL FLEMINGS
You think you’re clever. No I mean 
it’s charming. It is. Must drive 
the ladies crazy. It’ll be a shame 
if something were to happen to that 
pretty face, or that sharp tongue 
of yours. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
So Jackson? Where might I

(looks off behind 
Flemings)

I see him. You have a nice night 
sir. 

Harris runs off before Flemings can say another word. 
Flemings takes another drag of his cigar. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - MOTEL

Four piles of cash, one a bit smaller than the others sit on 
the floor. Scott sits on the bed leaning over the cash and 
Zack sits on the ground next to his pile. 

SCOTT
Gotta love it when the money is so 
neatly stacked like that.

Malcolm starts tossing his money into his bag. 

MALCOLM
Nothing better. 

ZACK
I still don’t get why there are 
four piles.

MALCOLM
Because there are four of us.

ZACK
Funny, I count three. 

SCOTT
The boy gots a point. I’m starting 
to get uneasy at how long Xander’s 
been out getting dinner. 

MALCOLM
I’m sure he is fine. 

BAM! 
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The door kicks open as Harris and INSPECTOR JACKSON, a short 
angry looking man, leads a group of uniform cops into the 
room. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
Everyone on the floor!

His voice is more of a bark than anything else.

Zack, Malcolm and Scott all turn to look, it is almost as if 
time slows down to a stop. 

Scott jumps to his feet, kicking the money at the cops. The 
distraction works, one cop fires his blaster in the air as he 
waves the cash out from in front of his face. 

MALCOLM
Move!

He yells as he swings his bag at the cops and leans into 
them, knocking them back. Scott wastes no time darting for 
the back of the room. Zack’s eyes are glued onto Malcolm. 

MALCOLM (CONT’D)
Go!

He yells once more as the cops regain themselves and start to 
fight him off. He swings knocking one out. Harris tries to 
get to him but Malcolm flips a uniform cop over his back, 
slamming him into Harris. 

A grin spreads across Malcolm’s face as Harris falls to the 
ground, trapped under the cop. 

Zack quickly rushes after Scott, he turns into the rest room, 
stopping just before going in and looking back. Jackson stabs 
Malcolm in the side, his face contorts into a look of 
confused pain. He falls to his knees.

SCOTT
Come on!

Zack pulls his eyes away from a dying Malcolm to see Scott 
calling to him from outside the bathroom window. Zack looks 
back, Malcolm is dead on the floor of the hotel room, bloody 
cash his new resting place. 

The cops aren’t as dazed as Zack and start towards him, 
knocking him out of his thoughts. He runs and hurries through 
the window.
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EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - OUTSIDE MOTEL BACK ALLEY

Scott starts off running down the alley, Zack tries to keep 
up as the cops start jumping out of the window and running 
after them. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - MOTEL

Harris leans against the table, holding his side as Jackson 
stands over Malcolm’s dead body. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Did you have to kill him. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
No.

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Than why did you? We are supposed 
to be cops! You can’t just go 
around killing people. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
Oh get off your high horse. 

He kicks Malcolm’s not so dead body over. Malcolm let’s out a 
cough, spitting out blood. He looks up at Jackson, pure 
unadulterated hatred in his eyes.

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He’s alive? We need to get him to a 

Jackson pulls out his personal blaster and shoots Malcolm in 
the head. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS (CONT’D)
(defeated)

Hospital. 

Jackson makes his way to the bathroom, leaving Harris alone 
with a now definitely dead Malcolm. 

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - STREET - NIGHT

Zack hurries to keep up with Scott. Neither one of them look 
happy. 

ZACK
They killed him. 

SCOTT
No shit, what did you think they 
were going to do to him?

ZACK
Arrest him?

SCOTT
You don’t deal with law types often 
do you? 

ZACK
They aren’t supposed to kill anyone 
unless there is no other choice. 

SCOTT
Must be nice to live in your 
fantasy world boy. 

Footsteps come from behind them, Scott spins, pulling his 
blaster free, Zack follows suit. 

Standing before them Xander has his hands up. 

XANDER
Woah now, don’t shoot. 

SCOTT
Where did you come from?

XANDER
I was trying to get back to the 
room without being seen, saw you 
guys running and decided I’d 
follow. 

ZACK
So you led them to us?

XANDER
They were already here! The second 
I went outside I had people on my 
ass. 
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Lucky I managed to lose them in the 
apartments across the street. 

SCOTT
And you tried to come back to warn 
us?

ZACK
Or just for the money. 

XANDER
Well, seeing as you guys have none 
of the money on you, I’mma go with 
warn. 

SCOTT
We need to get off the streets. 

XANDER
And fast. There are more and more 
cops showing up every second. They 
want us.

ZACK
They killed Malcolm. 

XANDER
What?

ZACK
Right in front of us. 

SCOTT
Morn later, we have to go!

EXT. NEW JERUSALEM - CAMPSITE - MORNING

The natives are out in droves. The tents have been pushed 
back to make room for a long table with room for three 
people. Three people are already sitting there, one with a 
cross engraved on the table in front of him. Another with a 
half moon and the third with the star of David. 

Off to the right is the cage with Tommy and co inside. Harvey 
brings James and Phoebe to the campsite. 

BEN HARVEY
Welcome to the trial. 

JAMES
So that’s the tribunal?
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BEN HARVEY
Yes, and over there,

He points at two smaller tables facing the tribunal. Behind 
the one closer to them is a man with a thick set of hair and 
a look of business to him. His name is KARL KHAN.

BEN HARVEY (CONT’D)
Is my competition, one Karl Khan. 

JAMES
And the judges?

BEN HARVEY
The Christians have appointed Alex 
Patterson, the Muslims chose 
Miqdaad Patel, while our people 
picked Emma Weinstein. Not to fond 
of her, 

(looks at James)
She’s the ex-wife.

JAMES
Is that fair? You being defense 
attorney when your ex-wife is the 
judge?

BEN HARVEY
I guess we’ll find out won’t we? 
Should be fun. 

PHOEBE
Are they going to get a fair shake 
of things?

BEN HARVEY
I’ll do my best. Now why don’t the 
two of you have a seat and we shall 
get started!

James and Phoebe take their leave of Harvey who heads over to 
his table. The young couple sits down in the front row. 

PHOEBE
(whispers)

I’m worried. 

JAMES
(whispers)

About?
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PHOEBE
(whispers)

What if... what’s going to happen 
to them?

JAMES
(whispers)

Justice. 

PHOEBE
(whispers)

James, they...

JAMES
(doesn’t whisper)

Don’t start with me. 

People turns to look at them. 

JAMES (CONT’D)
(whispers)

Sorry. 

Emma stands up. 

EMMA WEINSTEIN
We are here today to judge the 
guilt of these four invaders. In 
defense of the genocidal maniacs is 
Ben Harvey,

(turns to look at him)
We thank you for doing the job no 
one else was willing to do.

(turns back to the crowd)
In defense of the rest of us, the 
man who will stand up and show 
beyond a shadow of doubt the evil’s 
the League has come to do, Karl 
Khan.

The audience roars in approval. Phoebe looks at James, worry 
across her face. 

Khan motions for the crowd to stop. 

ANGLE: CAGE

Tommy sits down in the back of the cage and Alyssa moves to 
sit next to him. Mark and Dawn both stand tall, eyeing the 
crowd. 

ALYSSA
This doesn’t sound good. 
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Dawn turns to face her. 

DAWN
How did you think this would go for 
us?

ALYSSA
I thought they’d give us a fair 
chance. 

Mark kicks the cage. 

MARK
And why would you think that? These 
people dedicate their lives to 
worshipping some old guy in the sky 
who gives them cookies when they do 
a good job. Does that sound like 
the basis of a fair and just 
society? Does it?

ALYSSA
No. 

MARK
Of course not. They don’t believe 
in logic, they don’t believe in 
science and they don’t believe in 
justice. 

TOMMY
Are you done?

MARK
We all are Serg, Tommy. Or didn’t 
you notice the lynch mob outside?

DAWN
We need to get out of here Serg. 

TOMMY
And how do you propose we do that?

MARK
Isn’t that your job boss man?

RETURN TO SCENE

Khan turns away from the cage towards the judges table. 
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KARL KHAN
How can anyone with a conscience 
stand by and watch, not only watch 
but partake in the genocide of an 
entire people? 

The judges nod their heads. 

KARL KHAN (CONT’D)
Now did these four

(points at them)
Fire the nukes? Did they ship off 
our brothers and sisters to some 
slave camp? Does it matter? They 
put on the uniform of their own 
volition and came to our world! 
That is all the proof I require. 

He goes and sits down. The crowd erupts in applause. Harvey 
waits for it to die down a bit before getting to his feet. He 
walks out to the front of the judges table. 

BEN HARVEY
Hello ladies and gentlemen. I 
thought today we could bypass  
introductions, after all you know 
me,

(winks at his wife)
Some of you more than you’d care 
to, but everyone here knows what I 
am about. I am here today to 
represent these invaders. Now some 
of you may think me wrong for doing 
so. The horrible acts in which they 
took part can have no excuses. No 
justification! But, and this is 
important, no true civilization can 
call itself such without justice. 
Even after all the pain and 
suffering these people have caused 
us, they still have a right to be 
heard. To be defended. After all we 
can not hold ourselves to their 
standards but must rise above it. 
We must show them that even when we 
are down we are not out. That we 
will rise back up, stronger and 
fiercer than ever before!  

The crowd jumps to their feet as they cheer for Harvey. 

CROWD MEMBER (O.S.)
We’ll show them then we’ll hang 
them!
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CROWD MEMBER #2 (O.S.)
Hell yeah!

ANGLE: JAMES AND PHOEBE

Phoebe starts biting her nails. Stress starts washing over 
James. He takes her hand and holds it tight before leaning in 
towards her. 

JAMES
(whispers)

Okay, maybe we should do something. 

ANGLE: CAGE

Alyssa rests her head on Tommy’s shoulder.

ALYSSA
That’s our defense? 

MARK
Is that what that was? For a second 
I thought they were fighting over 
who got to convict us. 

DAWN
This is a travesty. If they have 
already convicted us why not just 
kill us be done with it. Why the 
dog and pony show?

MARK
(yells through the bars)

This is bullshit!

Everyone turns to look at them but then turn back to the 
trial.

ALYSSA
I don’t get why we can’t defend 
ourselves. Tell them,

Tommy shrugs her off.

TOMMY
Tell them what? We’re guilty aren’t 
we? They’re right, we put on these 
uniforms and came to their world. 
Maybe we didn’t drop off the nukes 
but we did come down here to round 
people up and ship them away.
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MARK
To help them. Anyone we left behind 
would die a slow painful radiated 
death!

TOMMY
Only because we came. If we 
didn’t...

DAWN
The League would have came anyways. 
We aren’t important Serg, that’s 
why they left us here!

ALYSSA
I don’t want to die here.

DAWN
Tough, 

(points out at the crowd)
Those people have already signed 
our death warrant. This is just a 
show to make them feel better about 
themselves. 

MARK
I’m not dying. Not here and not for 
some cause I didn’t initiate. I 
didn’t support. I wanted no part in 
this mess and I won’t die for it!

TOMMY
But you’re here. No more or less 
guilty than the general or 
politician who ordered this 
assault. 

MARK
That’s bullshit!

TOMMY
That’s life. Like the lady said, we 
aren’t important. We are nothing 
more than the little man on the 
totem pole left out to dry.

DAWN
So that’s it? 

TOMMY
What do you want from me Dawn? I 
never signed on to commit genocide, 
but that is what we did. We did it. 
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We saw the orders, we knew what 
they meant but we just shrugged it 
off and did it anyways.  

He gets to his feet. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
If that is who we are, who we have 
become than we deserve anything 
they give us. 

DAWN
I don’t accept that. 

MARK
Neither do I. We didn’t want this. 
We were just doing what we were 
ordered. If we didn’t we would be 
the ones sent to the reeducation 
centers. I should do that for them?

Alyssa stands up next to Tommy, trying to look confident but 
failing. 

ALYSSA
Maybe that should tell us 
something. That we work for a 
government that sends its own 
people to brainwashing camp. 

DAWN
Look who found her voice. 

ALYSSA
Shut up Dawn! I’m serious. We are 
part of the problem, lets stop 
trying to pretend otherwise. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - DIFFERENT MOTEL ROOM

Flemings set up his base of operations inside a motel room. 
Computers were set all around and uniform officers were 
coming in and out. 

Jackson strolls into the room, not a care in the world. 
Flemings looks up.

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Any luck?

INSPECTOR JACKSON
We found their room. His three 
partners were in there. 
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DANIEL FLEMINGS
You apprehend them?

Harris comes into the room. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
We put one down who was resisting 
arrest. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
You let two escape?

INSPECTOR JACKSON
Couldn’t be helped. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
You at least get a look at them?

INSPECTOR JACKSON
Yeah, get this, the guy their 
leader held hostage while you tried 
your hand at negotiating. He was 
with them. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Tell me he was the one you put 
down. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
Fraid not.

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Find him, discreetly. I don’t want 
the media finding out that I fell 
for their stupid ploy. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON
(winks)

Got ya. 

He turns and heads for the door. 

INSPECTOR JACKSON (CONT’D)
Come on, we got work to do. 

Harris nods but doesn’t follow him out. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
You got something to add?

Harris looks back to make sure that Jackson wasn’t still at 
the door. 
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DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Could we take a walk?

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Do we need to?

Harris looks at the uniform officers in the room. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I think it would be best sir. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Very well. 

(turns to the uniform cop)
James, the command center is yours. 

OFFICER JAMES
Yes sir. 

Flemings follows Harris outside the motel room. 

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - OUTSIDE MOTEL - NIGHT

The two men walk away from the command center. Jackson is 
nowhere to be seen. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Seems your partner didn’t wait for 
you. You should follow his example 
a bit more. 

Harris nods, looking around and leading Flemings around the 
back to

EXT. SPERO - ROMBA - OUTSIDE MOTEL BACK ALLEY

Which is deserted but for the two of them. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He’s not what you think he is.

DANIEL FLEMINGS
A officer of the law?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He. . . The man. . . He didn’t

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Spit it out Harris. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He didn’t have to kill him. 
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DANIEL FLEMINGS
He didn’t attack you?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He did but... we could have subdued 
him. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
I see, and does Jackson share this 
view?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
He stabbed him. Maybe that was self 
defense, maybe. I don’t think it 
was but that could be argued. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Well, thank you for reporting and 
defending another officer. If that 
is all. 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I’m not done. When we saw that he 
was still alive, laying on the 
ground bleeding out, Jackson shot 
him. There was no reason for that. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Really?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
I was there. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
And you didn’t stop him?

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
There wasn’t time!

DANIEL FLEMINGS
I see. Well what are you going to 
do with this knowledge? 

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Report it. That’s why I’m bringing 
it to you. It’s going in my report 
and I wanted to bring it to your 
attention as soon as possible. 

Flemings nods and pats him on the shoulder. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
I appreciate that. You’re a good 
man.
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DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS
Thank you sir. 

Flemings starts back towards the end of the alley, pushing 
Harris just in front of him.

DETECTIVE DAN HARRIS (CONT’D)
So what happens now?

Without warning Flemings pulls his blaster and fires it into 
the back of Harris head. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS
Now, I protect my reputation. 

A group of uniform officers rush into the back alley, weapons 
drawn. 

DANIEL FLEMINGS (CONT’D)
Quick! 

(points down the alley)
He’s getting away!

The officers run down the alley towards the pretend killer. 
Flemings nods, a grim look on his face. 

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. SLAVE SHIP - DINNING ROOM

A long elegant table sits in the center of the room with a 
nice white table cloth atop it. On one side the Dealer Twins 
sit, looking smug as always. Across from them a short man 
with a thick head of hair and a suit that looks like it is 
trying way too hard to be professional. This man is PETER 
WILLIAMS.

DEALER TWO
So, Peter, we have a great 
selection for you to choose from 
today. 

PETER
Mr. Williams if you please, and I 
wasn’t too impressed on the way in. 

DEALER ONE 
Aw, well Mr. Williams, those are 
still fresh. 

DEALER TWO
Being broken in if you will. 

DEALER ONE
We have some who are

DEALER TWO
Already broken if you will. 

DEALER ONE
Those are the ones we would like to 
share with you. 

Erica, in her maid outfit walks into the room, carrying with 
her a tray of drinks. Peter smiles to himself. 

PETER
Thank you my dear.

He takes a drink off of her tray. Erica doesn’t say a word. 
She just turns and leaves. 

DEALER ONE
Seems you found one you like.

PETER
Seems I have. 
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DEALER TWO
We have others if you would prefer 
to keep looking. 

PETER
Better than her? 

DEALER ONE 
Don’t mind him Mr. Williams. He was 
just hoping to keep her for 
himself. 

PETER
Is that so?

DEALER TWO
Hey, a man can hope can’t it? 

PETER
A man can do just about anything he 
sets his mind to. My empire proves 
that. I’ll take the girl. Send her 
to my ship.

He gets to his feet and heads towards the door. He leaves 
without saying a word.

DEALER TWO
I really don’t like him. 

DEALER ONE
What was the big idea! You could 
have cost us a sell.

DEALER TWO
There are better servers, she is 
too feisty to sell. 

DEALER ONE
She’ll behave. You know it as well 
as I. The breaking will hold. 

DEALER TWO
I just think we should keep her 
around a bit longer. 

DEALER ONE
Have you sampled her? She isn’t for 
that, and she isn’t for you. 

DEALER TWO
No. I didn’t! Not that I wasn’t 
tempted. She is very tempting. 
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Dealer one jumps to his feet. 

DEALER ONE
We do not own people! How many 
times do I have to remind you?

Dealer two jumps to his feet, facing off with his brother. 

DEALER TWO
I’m not some employee brother. I’m 
a partner. 

DEALER ONE
So act like it!

DEALER TWO
Why can’t I just have one? Just 
her, no one has to know. 

DEALER ONE
I will not be partnered up with 
someone who owns slaves.

DEALER TWO
Why not? We sell them, hell we make 
them!

DEALER ONE
But we don’t own them. If you can’t 
understand that than this 
conversation is over. 

Dealer one tries to leave but Dealer two stops him. 

DEALER TWO
It’s over when I say it’s over!

DEALER ONE
You want to piss off Mr. Williams, 
than be my guess. 

He pulls himself free and starts out of the room. 

DEALER TWO
I could care less what Peter  
thinks!

Dealer one stops and turns around. 

DEALER ONE
Great. See this is why I’m in 
charge! He is one of the most 
important men in the universe. 
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His organization buys hundreds of 
thousands of cannon fodder a year. 
You want to throw that away for 
some girl who you can’t keep? Be my 
guest. 

Without another word he storms off. 

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - CAFE

Near the back window, Xander, Zack and Scott sit, sipping 
coffee, trying to look inconspicuous. Two officers walk past 
the window, Zack turns away from the window. 

ZACK
We need to get off this rock. 

XANDER
Easier said than done. 

ZACK
It can’t be that hard, flights are 
leaving all the time. They haven’t 
grounded them, at least not yet. 

SCOTT
With what money? The police 
confiscated it all. 

ZACK
Fine! Than we just need someone to 
hire us and take us on a job off 
this rock. 

SCOTT
Whose going to hire us?

XANDER
They say a fool wakes up every 
minute.

ZACK
A fool is born every minute, not 
wakes up. 

XANDER
Born, wakes up. It’s all the same.

INT. SPERO - ROMBA - HOSPITAL HALLWAY

The nurse from the start is talking to an angry looking 
doctor. 
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DOCTOR
What do you mean he just walked 
off? He is in a coma, coma patients 
don’t just get up and walk off. 

NURSE
This one did sir, I don’t know what 
else to tell you. He was there, I 
went to do my rounds and now he is 
gone. 

Through the window behind her we see the room holds a lone 
empty bed, a bed that use to house David. 

EXT. NEW JERUSALEM - CAMPSITE

The four in the cage sit, defeated. The day has not been 
going well for them. The prosecution steps in front of the 
judges. A satisfied smile as he speaks. 

KARL KHAN
The prosecution calls James Harris 
to the stand. 

James nods, a grim look to match Khan’s satisfied one. Phoebe 
takes hold of his hand.

THE END
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